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Training on Retrofit Construction and Supervision was held by BSPP 

Training on” Retrofit Construction and Supervision” was commenced under the project of BSPP in 
PWD training Academy & Testing Laboratory, from 15th to 17th October 2019. In this case, the 
training was prepared and organized by PWD following the training operation manual of BSPP. The 
number of participants is 38 persons. They are mainly the site officers of PWD who have the middle 
range experience. 

The operation of the training performed by PWD-TA and started by the address by the director of 
PWD-TA. During the training, the active discussions were raised and interchanged between the lecturer 
and participants. 

 
Especially, the trainings by Ms. Nur-E-Kawnine, Executive Engineer of HQ and, Mr. Muhammad 
Zillur Rahman, Sub-divisional Engineer of Mymensingh Zone were very impressive, because they 
talked and discussed based on their actual projects in PWD. It was sure that the critical points of the 
training were felt close to the participants, because the participants also are facing the similar problems 
in the actual sites always. 

Mr. Zillur has suggested the following issues during his retrofitting projects in Mymensingh to BSPP, 
and some of the items that he suggested were included in the current BSPP activities. His suggestions 
were to prepare “Feasibility study system to consider the project”, “Rough cost estimation guideline” 
is necessary to prepare.”, “Schedule of Rate for retrofitting work” and “Preparation system for 
outsourced engineer to monitor reports of site”. Now, BSPP continues to discuss among the team 
members to realize his suggestion that is raised by the retrofitting project experience.  
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In the training, the site training was also carried out. The participants visited the retrofitting museum, 
the building material test site and the actual retrofitting site of PWD-HQ, and experienced firefighting 
training. In the closing session, the participants appreciated that BSPP provided the fruitful training 
opportunity. BSPP wished that the training certification would he useful for the projects of participants. 
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